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WWW.BOBBYSEALE.COM [i Editor-in-Chief = 
rN ‘ " MattVokoun 

; CO a, 

obby Seale was a Black Panther, a political activist, perhaps a "gun-totin' radical", prefers to be PO Rditone 6 
thought of as a "revolutionary humanist," but most remarkable is that he is also an engineer. Seale oe oe - 

i i ea was one of the co-founders of the Black Panther Party, which started in 1966 as a response to the | pro duchon Editors 
wae : _ . _ Production Editors death of Malcolm X. Seale was moved to get another grass roots organization going and dedicated him- | Gatherinejehring . . : a  Satnerine jenting == self to "...turning this backward racist world around: to make some human sense." Though he was influ- Gottlieb John Mar nee | 

= ¥ 3: 3 ae ee enced by Martin Luther King, Jr, Nelson Mandela and Malcolm X, he felt frustrated with their seemingly  . 
passive tactics for promoting social change. The Black Panthers advocated the right to self-defense, full i eines: en ice : ¥ : page . + BenHavn = = = employment, decent housing, true history education, an end to exploitation, free preventive medical health ee, 
care, constitutional civil-human rights and fairness in the courts. Aa ais Mn oe 

Through all of Seale's political activities such as the arrests, court cases and police observations, he has ae ce ees ee] 
always been an engineer. He served as a structural mechanic in the U.S. Air Force, as an engineer for the _ Circulation Manager Peer : . : ’ f : Ee austen een aa Gemini Missle program and attended Merrit College as an engineering / design major. To this day you can - SC Woll 

s ‘ G * ee er find him eager to discuss his home computer and how he loves to use technology to educate people. Oe ee Bi ip BY peop. Lo Photographers oe | Photographers =” 
Seale's engineering mentality was evident even as a child when he would draft architectural plans. It has Leas ot 
been Seale's engineering mind that has givien him such great success. Moe 

It was at Merrit College, while communicating with the college administration, that Seale met Huey New- | Web Manacer 
ton and started the groundwork for the Black Panther Party. When Bobby Seale spoke here on campus, he | JohnGase 

i iviti i i + OO NA art Cae ea explained how they planned the activities of the party to achieve their goals. One example was of police 3 ho a 
observation in California. Picture a line of men and women dressed all in black, with black berets, each  Procuchion ia | 
holding a rifle pointing straight in the air. No one spoke unless a police officer addressed them first, and Oy ee eS) . . : . | HeatherBohrer = = only one person in this group spoke at a time. They were simply observers. | Matt Bruc i co 

te eer aed . . Sean Erickson = 
Seale and Newton researched and understood the law to the smallest detail to make all of their political as. — 
actions completely legal. It was legal to have a rifle in your possession as long as it was not pointed at _ Kathy Mauch oo 
another person. Pointing a gun at a person would indicate the intent to harm and only then be a criminal > 
act. They researched legal decisions and were able to find the proper distance to be an observer of police Willers 
duties and not be interfering with police proceedings. They also waited until the police officer spoke to ShanaGadiim 
them, so that they would again just be observers. Dicipline, training and thoroughness was what allowed | Dan Bicioont  . 
their party to be so effective. They were well read and prepared for their activities. This impressive prepa- as eve Ropsne Pe 

i i ‘ se LORE NOD EIS oe Se ration can be seen in that 95% of all their political courtroom cases were won. | Kristin Shuda oe 

In engineering class we are taught to assess situations and brainstorm all of the different possible out- _ Aaron Volke MAB) oy 
comes before acting. It is part of the engineering code of ethics not to act with improper or insufficient _ Heather Wagner : we ao tgs ee knowledge. Bobby Seale, being an engineer, used similar methods to plan the activities of the Black Pan-  ... ae _ 

| TiminMusallam = It is the goal of all of the extra-curricular activities of the College of Engineering and the mark of an ee 
i i i i ‘ A Se ee excellent engineer to be able to properly identify, examine and solve problems. Be it the TEC prize, the — — 

Schoof's Prize, or the urging of Dean John Bollinger, engineers are trained to see and solve problems. Web Ste uff _ . 

We found it remarkable that the political activist was basically relying on his engineering background to _ Bryan Colle; Ca 
create social change in an area where he believed problems existed. His were not typical engineering Le 8 
problems, but Seale used the typical engineering thought process to tackle social problems of the 1960's pel Weber oF 4 
and continues to tackle issues today. In a sense, one could say that Bobby Seale engineered social change. ee — - 

: (2) ENGINEERING 

 Macazinses 
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Cee ey ‘ CU Ape oe 
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At John Deere, we recognize that people c~ i ani 

are the strength of the company. This belief \ : 

drives our commitment to hire individuals Yoke a 

who demonstrate energy, initiative, ae” 

adaptability, innovation and integrity. We 

reward those who demonstrate growth and engineering 

produce results. accounting 

John Deere has expanded its corporate 
a . : information 

vision of genuine value in order to place aystenis 

greater emphasis on its future direction. Our 

focused growth and expansion creates the finance 

continual need for individuals in a variety of markeuing 

both technical and nontechnical fields. 
. : health 

is openings vary on an ongoing paar wes 

basis, we regret that we can only respond to 

ee | those inquiries that insurance 
www.deere.com, services 

someon eel currently match our 

needs. Contact: Manager, Recruiting, 

Department CR-210, Deere & Company, 

John Deere Road, Moline, Illinois 61265. 

Consider John Deere, a company where 

opportunity, performance and excellence share 

along and cherished tradition. 
JOHN DEERE 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

i etl 
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ON CAMPUS2aHHYY___-}-AANNA 

Sa ES hen we first reported on the engineering _ ball and Hockey. State High School tournaments will 
LS MQ SES ES wonder called the Kohl Center last fall, we be held here as well as the NCAA Championship Vol- 
So RRA SS felt. the same'\as many of you now have. — leyball Tournament in'the end of 1998. Entertainment 
\ OS The Kohl Center is a loud, wonderful, exciting build- groups have also discovered the Kohl center. 
aS Ta ing, filled with splendid: facilities for athletes and” Aerosmith, Lord of the Dance and Discover Stars on 

eS fans. The construction and installation of the basket-~Ice,will appear before the end of April. Even the Dalai 
. ball and hockey facility is now complete. t Lama. of Tibet, Tenzin Gyatso, may appear in the 
ask. building in May: 

we it The arena seats over 17,000 for basketball, close.to ae i 
/ + 16,000 for hockey, and around 14,000 for concerts.As The Kohl Center may be considered a significant 

: sg We reported, the Kohl Center is the first arenain the landmark in the resurgent-Wisconsin Athletic Pro- 
: . United States to feature a variable rise gram. Nationally recognized Basketball, Hockey, Vol- 

endline seating system. The 1000 seat leyball, Soccer, Football; Cross Country, Track and 
system changes the seating pitch be- Crew all have facility improvements in the future. 

: = a tween hockey and basketball in six. The Kohl Center has been acknowledged-as-a-great 
== U0, NO ate. Only three hours are required to go from _rectuiting tool by all three coaches who will use the 
Sao asia an afternoon basketball game to a Badger Hockey Kohl Center. The Field House will be fitted with a 
: Peas oo “=~. ‘match. The Miami Heat have been only one of many volleyball floor, which will reduce the stress on the 
ae "= =>—~groups to visit the state-of-the-art facility. The Aus- | athletes jumping, landing, and diving during com- 
egy ee tralian Olympic Committee planning for basketball petitions. The soccer and track programs are looking 
——* during the Games in Sydney in 2000 have even come. _ towards permanent sense of place, with the installa- 
mae tion of permanent bleachers. The football team con- 

With the Men's Basketball lockeroom showerheads _ tinues to set its Big Ten and national sights high, en- 
set at 7'3" one might think that the Kohl Center De- _ joying the McClain Center to train year round in. Fi- 
signers thought of everything. However, while they _ nally, after more than 15 Midwest Rowing Champi- 
are proud to speak of restroom equality and access, onships, and multiple national titles, the Men's and 
the designers placed the womens basketball | Women's Crew teams have a new facility planned to 
showerheads at a low 6'6". Not only is this a case of _ carry their success into the next century. 
inequality, it may not serve the team well. The tallest 
member of the current Women's Basketball Team is _ Field House traditions may have ended. Even gradu- 
6'5" Center, Amy Wiersma, and who can refute that — ation ceremonies will moved to the Kohl Center this 
basketball players continue to grow larger. Spring. But new traditions can be formed, excellence 

will still reign and UW-Madison will still be in the 
A tax-free facility, the Kohl Center has taken no state hearts of millions. 

funds. Over $40 million was donated from private 
sources, the remaining funds being in the form of Compiled from: UW Athletic Department press_re- 
bonds. The revenues from the events will cover over- _ |gageg and staff contributions. 
head facility and labor costs, and pay off the bonds. 

The quick construction time gave rise to better Web sites of interest 
asthetics. Because the arena was completed in 21 _ http:/Avww.wisc.edu/ath/kohl/ 
months, labor and overhead construction costs were _ http:/Awww.wisc.edu/ath/kohl/brochure.html 
cut and the extra money was used for impressive _ http://Awww.wisc.edu/ath/kohl/pictures.html 
floors and wall tiles. http://www.wisc.edu/news/thisweek/Events/Y98/ 
The facility offers much more than Badger Basket- _jan/Kohl 

° 
fay Start Your Career With An Industry Leader! 

® 

If you join Nelson Division, a subsidiary of Cummins Engine Co., you'll find a position that offers 
challenge, independence, and freedom in designing products. Our engineering department needs 
product development engineers capable of interacting with sales, manufacturing, and quality 
assurance and handling a variety of projects that may involve solid modeling and finite element 
analysis. The positions are in Acoustic Products, Emission Control, and Air Filtration. 

Learn more about career opportunites at Nelson by visiting our website at www.nelsondiv.com or 
by reviewing our information at Career Services. Interested candidates should sign up for on 
campus interviews or forward a resume to: Julie Norland, Nelson Division, 1801 Hwy 51-138, 
Stoughton, WI 53589; fax (608) 873-1552; Email: jnorland@nelsondiv.com 

—_—_—e———————————————————— — — 
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The Cutting Edge of Wireless 
Communication / 

By Aaron Volkening via wires or microwave signals to the ever, cellular N Y 
network’s Mobile Telephone Switching Of- phone com- je" Ye 

magine using a portable phone to send _ fice (MTSO), which handles communication munication . ) 
and receive e-mail. Picture download- between cells. A MTSO also handles com- can be divided N Rd 
ing the latest weather forecast and dis- munication between a mobile unit and a __ intoseveral fairly a 

playing it on a screen built into the phone, “hard-wired” unit so that youcancallsome- distinct genera- 
or receiving an important fax from the of- one ona car phone from the phone plugged tions. In the 1970s, SS 
fice as you are driving across that state. into the jack in your room. AT&T Bell Laboratories introduced Ad- 
These capabilities, and many others, will vanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS). 
soon be available to consumers as new mo- When a cellular customer makes a call, the © AMPS became the first commercially avail- 
bile communication systems hit the market- mobile unit first sends a signal to the cell site. _ able cellular system in the United States. It 
place. You’ve probably heard and seen the This first signal does not contain any of the isa good example of a first generation cellu- 
blitz of advertising for these new communi- _ actual voice message. Instead, itis purely data lar system. 
cation services, promising you the ability to - the sender’s phone number, the receiver's 
communicate with anyone you want no phone number and a unique numeric code AMPS relied on analog technology. Analog 
matter where you are in the world. Have used to prevent unauthorized calls charged systems send voice or other signals as a 
you ever wondered how these new commu- _ to the user’s account. This signal is sentona steady stream in wave form. Meaningful 
nication systems actually work? Are you control channel. When the cell site receives _ information is transmitted by varying char- 
curious about what technology is available __ the signal, it sends a message back to the mo- _ acteristics of the wave such as wavelength, 
now, and what is coming in the future? bile unit telling it to switch to a different fre- amplitude and phase. Our current televi- 

quency. The voice communications will oc- sion and radio stations transmit their signals 
First, it is important to have a basic idea of — cur on this channel. Actually, twochannelsare in an analog format. The Federal Commu- 
how cellular communication networks _ involved in voice communications. The com-_—§ ————————- 
work. As the name implies, a cell isabasic munication from the cell site to the mobile unit New digital phones allow you 
component of the system. Acell site, the fo- (forward connection) occurs at a different as- . . 
cal point of a cell, receives and transmits signed frequency than the communication to receive e-mail, surf the 
communication from all the mobile units that from the mobile unit to the cell site (reverse Web and subscribe to 
are within the cell, such as car phones and connection). Together, these two channels are services that offer stock 

handheld phones. Each cell site is connected _ called a channel pair. Once this channel pair 

ean ae aa is established, the actual voice quotes and sports scores 
ey __| communication can begin. = 

Pe ol Lo ., oe . ; nications Commission (FCC) licensed com- 
re One obvious advantage of wire- panies to use a portion of the electromag- 
i g i less cellular communication is etic spectrum around 800 MHz to imple- 
re the mobility it allows the user. ment cellular phone systems. 

* _ The cell site can recognize when 

i : a mobile unit is about to leave Analog technology dominated the cellular 
rd the cell area and then searches industry throughout the 1980s and into the 
Peis Ps, for another cell site which will 1990s, However, an increasingly mobile and 
laa be closest to the mobile unit. fast paced world began to demand commu- 

Lad 1 p r These two cell sites communi- nications that the old analog systems were 
— cate waa the MTSO and perform not equipped to handle. Thus, a second gen- 

ea a “handoff.” The mobile unitre- eration of cellular technology was devel- 
—. | Céeivesasignaltellingittoswitch ped. This generation is distinguished by 

en _ | toanew frequency. As the user the use of digital technology. Unlike analog 
a _ | enters anew cell, it begins com- technology, which transmits information as 

~ | municating with thenew cellsite 4 continuous wave, digital technology 
3 on this frequency. breaks information into discrete bits (pat- 

i terns of 1 and 0). The trend toward going 
| rn The above model canbe used to digital has revolutionized the cellular industry. 

baa aoe describe a variety of cellular sys- 
i ky ay Y 4 : 2 tems, both new and old. How- continued on page 6 

SNe ee 
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subscribe to services that short messages like a pager. Some PCS 
offer stock quotes and __ phones include an electronic organizer, with 
sports scores. In short, a calendar, address book, notepad and cal- 

these phones speak the culator. Even more, PCS systems generally 
language of computers. do all this faster, cheaper and with less en- 
Digital systems also offer ergy than older cellular systems. 
better voice quality be- 
cause background noise is What does the future hold? Most people in 

fd filtered when the signal is the wireless communications industry agree 
ae transmitted digitally. that digital systems such as PCS are the wave 
*. Communication is also _ of the future. New satellite systems such as 

much more secure. Iridium and Globalstar are being launched 
that will allow wireless communication from 

s The latest development in almost anywhere in the world. Phones will 
; , cellular communication is continue to add more features, yet will be- 

Ba = ia the arrival of Personal come smaller in size. As technology contin- 
ig a Communication Services ues to advance, the capacity of cellular net- 

~~ & om (PCS). PCS refers to new works will continue to increase. It had bet- 
Fe cellular networks that op- _ ter. A decade ago, only ten million people in 

| Le) os" erate at frequencies the United States used wireless phones. To- 
"a wie > around 1.9 Gigahertz. For- day, the number of users is up to 43 million. 

‘#9 somerly, this area of the ra- The opportunities for growth are even 
x F dio spectrum had been greater overseas. Many developing countries 

“a , 7 : used for police calls and lack any kind of telephone infrastructure. 

a . > j other public purposes. Twenty years ago, governments would have 
. However, starting in 1994, pushed to link their cities and farms by a net- 

4 _ the FCC auctioned off this work of copper wires. Today, many coun- 
ty, part of the spectrum to _ tries are considering using cellular networks 

i companies for the pur- as the backbone of their communication sys- 
o. poses of establishing new tem. No doubt about it, cellular phones are 

: cellular networks. The _ here to stay. 
: federal government raised 

" about $20 billion by selling Author Bio: Aaron Volkening is a senior in 
= licenses to use this spec- _ civil engineering. He enjoyed learning about 

trum in about 500 markets cellular phones, but couldn’t analyze a cir- 

One big advantage of digital technology is in the U.S. In the past year, the new PCS _ cuit to save his life. 

the ease in which it transmits non-voice data _ systems have started to become operational. 
digitally. Computers store and process in- Be sure to look for 
formation digitally in bits, and as comput- PCS systems offer many features that the old 
ers pop up in more and more places, it be- analog systems did not have. As mentioned more technology 

comes increasingly important to transmit previously, PCS can be used to send and re- . . . 
these bits between computers. Digital com- ceive e-mail, if the handset has the proper stories in upcoming 

munication can do this. New digital phones capabilities. PCS phones can communicate . 

allow you to receive e-mail, surf the Web and with a fax machine and send and receive Issues 

Engineering Outreach Program: We bring the classroom to you! 

| Complete your studies through our program. ~ Take courses athome orwork 
ee “pr ; DA eS ve tine & oney by eVniivettegti eu | 

OFF-CAMPUS CREDIT PROGRAMS (Master's Level) | . “@% FOR INDUSTRY — * Electrical & Computer Engineering (power electronics) | TORINO 
* Mechanical Engineering (controls) = yy at ones cade one 
CERTIFICATES IN TECHNICAL JAPANESE STUI DIES a Np “onsite employee training | 

FOR PROFESSIONALS aoe a a ; oe Wee : . 

PROFESSIONALENHANCEMENT == (ss \ A Tore GHEE nee as 
* Prepare for new responsibilities in business & industry bs "Beene pee nt vad 
* Meet professional license requirements ok “ demonté Dengr. wis . | 

_ # Keep pace with technology = se ‘ "Phone: 608/262-55' | 
parm tetognized degrees “| Fax 600/265-2085 | 
; ioe a ‘al ‘i eal ree i tng x i \ Cia 

es oe oo fall) NG ies en 9 it eo) ej coda p 9 2 4 

www.engr.wisc.edu/services/oeo 
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SO ON CAMPUS 

Late Night 

on Engineering Campus 

By Trent Nelson What kind of teaching a 

<< _~__ assistant holds his of- Pe 

ey you! Yes, the one with the fice hours at 12:23 in a 

H squeaky Reeboks. Be quiet. the morning? The last Fi & 
You may actually get the engineers I saw of Rich and his Co. 

excited. Look how studious they are at their Pizza Hut cap was ii | 
computers in the CAE; you wouldn’t want — both of them sprint- Cae ' a 

to disturb them, would you? And don’t be ing to head a janitor oh ee ey 
throwing that paper on the floor. The custo- _ off at the door. beet | 
dians don’t want to be disturbed either. e : | ae 
They’ve got their hands full keeping every- After talking to Rich, Lo i 
thing behind the scenes on the engineering I strolled over to the | ey | \ 
campus running smoothly . front of Engineering ed Ran 

Hall and sat next to Prey 

Larrived at the CAE building at about 12:17 Gordon Brown. Gor- —— = 
A.M. The computer labs were fairly full, but don is a custodian at y eas yA < 

so quiet you could hear the incessant pound- —_ Engineering Hall who b fi ° P 2 
ing of the computer keys. Thus, I forged on _ has been here for the x i j s 
to my next adventure. last eighteen years. eae Ras ell F 8 

After retiring from his 4 Ve s a es oe. i 

12:23 A.M. rolled around, and I found my- _ fifteen year career in Se 8 
self trying to get into Engineering Hall, but the Air Force,Gordon Gordon Brown does a super job maintaining Engineering 
to no avail. I happened upon Rich, a fellow drove trucks for sev- _ Hall’s beauty. 
engineering student, trying to get in also. eral years before be- 
Rich told me he was trying to get in to see ing employed at Engineering Hall. Gordon At about this time, George, yet another cus- 
his teaching assistant for a particular class. said that he and the other custodians work _ todian, came out for his cigarette break. He 

[eee from 10:30 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. Sunday thru said something that surprised me. “Engi- 
eo — Thursday. Gordon enjoys his work, despite _ neering Hall is kept in really good shape. The 
38. | the odd hours. However, Gordon did make _ kids,” George continued, “respect the build- 

%.  —_ 2 g00d point about the unusual hours. “If 1 ing quite a bit and that in turn makes my job 
j ‘ a want to eat and keep driving my used car,I _ easier.” He would like to thank the engineer- 

\ : ee ing students for their help. 
“ef lt 7 ‘ + i 

i . SW Engineering Hall Is Kept in They left me one by one, all going back to 
; a really good shape. The kids ean, repair and make sure everything was 

Vaal | _. respect the building quite a okay for the next day. I came looking for 

i i _ bit and that in turn makes my some exciting, funny anecdotes about late 

ee ‘ ‘ night on the campus, but what I found was 
i ) _ | job easier people who make this place livable. It makes 

tk | i eo T= you realize you should step back and say 

4 ce better work.” According toGordon, themost “Hey, thanks guys.” So if you are ever wan- 

i s. _—'| exciting thing that has happened at Engi- dering around late at night near Engineer- 
' =| neering Hall was a fire alarm. ing Hall or the CAE building say “Howdy,” 

‘i ‘ to Gordon and the others, but be careful not 

| Mike, another custodian at Engineering Hall, rouse the engineering students too much. 
— |, keeps the basement of Engineering Hall in God only knows what might happen. 

ge _ if great shape. He has had a little more excite- ; / a 
| | ____|s ment in the basement then Gordon has in Author Bio: Trent Nelson Is an engineering 

awl PA 8 the rest of the building. It seems that the mechanics major and enjoys playing golf in 
> << oo fie ee a 8 cockroaches in the basement get to be quite _his free time. 
ee Ee renin __|8 large, up to two inches in length. 

George doing a bang up job. 
eee 
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FACULTY PROFILISMHVY,_,___++-- 

a 

A Truly Universal Professor- 
. a 

Harrison (Jack) H. Schmitt 

- 4 | 
| : oe 

By Dan Peirpont _ ___ Perhaps his greatest accomplishment oc- Pe s we — . 
curred when Jack represented not only his oo 4 a a a ee 

or most of us, it is not often that we — country, but all humankind as an Apollo as- Lo oy | FS - 
walk into class and listen toa lecturer tronaut. Jack, the only scientist on the | 8 > ae a 
who is an astronaut, geologist and Apollo 17 mission, is the last of 12 men to . . A Sere ; ae oe 

former U.S. Senator. However, innuclearen- have set foot on the moon. oo si | mn _ 
gineering 602, Resources from Space, this is the ee a _ i . | 
situation. Harrison H. Schmitt (Jack) isone _ Jack’s preparation for the Apollo mission | 44 > 
of the co-teachers of this intriguing class. It _ began in 1965 when Jack was selected forthe | | \ 
is also not every day that you listen toa per- _ Scientist-Astronaut program. He worked in | 
son with credentials as amazing as Jack many areas of the Apollo program includ- | | § 
Schmitt, for how many professors do you _ ing hardware development and lunar explo- \ 8 
know who have been to the moon? ration procedures. After serving as the back- | { Y 5 

up pilot for the Apollo 15 mission, he became 3 
Jack’s career started with his studies at — the Lunar Module pilot and only scientist 8 
Caltech and continued later in Oslo as a__ onthe final mission, Apollo 17. When asked 8 
Fulbright Scholar. In 1964, he received a what it felt like to walk on the moon, Jack — States represents liberty and freedom, thus, 
Ph.D. in geology from Harvard. In 1966, he _ said he felt honored. “There were 450,000 we have a tremendous obligation to the hu- 
became a pilot, receiving Air Force jet pilot people helping in the Apollo project. It was man race.” 
wings, followed by Navy helicopter wings clearly important for the United States to 
in 1967. lead humankind into space. The United Space travel is a subject that interests most 

of us, and few would consider it a low risk 
Proposition. Fear is something that can eas- 
ily creep into the picture for many people. 
When asked if he was ever afraid through- 

aie eis out the Apollo program Jack said, “Fear- 
i yo none; excitement-plenty! Our lengthy train- 

’ tS i ing made us very confident so fear never 
aurea sie id a ") really entered the picture.” He emphasizes 
rae “ae a. ae oe \ that, “Preparation is the best way to elimi- 

49 ees j mt nate fear.” me Ea h 4 Ne i 
a Pe) Te ; Po ee En . . _— Sie pie A x ‘ i} . 7 pe Sa Schmitt continued his diverse career by en- 

le Be | ee,» 3 ue bee \ tering politics in 1976. He served in the USS. 
i zi 5 S 4 § yes ee " e Senate from 1977 — 1982, representing his 

att a ; cy \ i fe ¥ NO ol b) © home state of New Mexico. During his time 
: : By. aN a %& et Sen in the Senate, Schmitt served as Chairman 

s ities y } 4 E Bs :. of the Subcommittee on Science, Technology 
5 F : ¥ 2s - and Space and on the Appropriations Sub- 
Ce ee : ca i ) committee on Labor, Health and Human 

sis romain akg ‘eg ena * Services and Education. He later served on 
i sate : the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 

ra Committee. In addition, while serving on 
a : = ‘ the President’s Commission on Ethics Law 

wage : ie « Reform he held numerous positions includ- 
Tc sietetea ' : ¢ ing: Co-Chairman of the International Ob- 

bites ene eel % server Group for the 1992 Romanian elec- 
ee ‘ . 3 tions, Vice Chairman of the U.S. delegation 

to the 1992 World Administrative Radio Con- 
Harrison H. Schmitt representing the nation and world on the moon in 1972. ference and Chairman of the Technical Ad- 
Schmitt, the only scientist on the Apollo 17 mission, is the last of 12 men to have visory Board for the U.S. Army Research 
walked on the moon. Laboratory. 

———— 
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——_— FACULTY PROFILE 

With such an exciting past, one might won- [App ce ERS 
der why Jack is now teaching college classes? Nuclear a oe S ne 

In 1986, Jack was called as a consultant on Engineering 602 na 
. OR a 

the geology of lunar regolith by nuclear en- i — 2 

gineering professor George Kulcinski. Af- | jve you looking fora | .. _ a . (ll 

ter working for a few years together in re- ae ahs a ee?) 8 aS x we is a? e 

search, Kulcinski and Schmitt decided to Leueyedie ites ai ay « ua i ey & cs en pe 
begin a class about resources from space. class to take? Are yo A. Sa Big ; ‘ A E) if 
Nuclear engineering 602(Resources from looking for an ‘escape — oe artes a ey . rr ioe 

Space), is one of the most unique classes of- [from your ee ol pst ne 1 “ 
fered at UW-Madison. Jack’s main goal is to | engineering classes Do | » S ‘ae’ | Ee 
have students broaden their career and you want to learn more | = Py 4”) ot F Fs 7 

thought horizons to include space. about the universe and | = ae Is se <4 cA 

Obviously Jack feels strongly about continu- ee os hs tg 7 we PE . i 

ing our space exploration, but not everyone ee ae check “out = . 
shares that view. The use of taxpayer money Ne dae En. tne as : eae 

to fund space expeditions is controversial. | 7 . ee 8 IneeriNG this year’s nuclear engineering 602 (Resources from ~ 

Jack thinks part of the solution to this prob- . sources fi rom Space. Space ) class honored Jack on December 8 for the 25 
lem of funding future space endeavors is Youdon’thave to worry. anniversary of his landing on the moon. ae 
through private enterprise. “The govern- | about prerequisites Be= 
ment will not sponsor the next major space | cause none are required. . This intrigu- Churchwell (expert on the history of 

program, the money will have to come from ‘ing class covers such topics as the his a : th 6. univers e), Howard a Thompson. 

a private investor. tory of the moon ee (expert in finance), Philip E. Brown (ge- 

Looking into the past, we have not been on a oo ae : 7 : oe . Buesle nee D. Griffin, 

the moon since 1972. How long is it going ay 2 @ Dune ne ee a and | Me ee uhrman, ne 

to take to get man back to the moon, or be- Deco ee ae TO en yk ; oe 
yond? According to Jack, it all depends on Har Te _ Watch the timetable for the next time 
independent investment. As soon as some- |Apollo 17 astror au t) Gerald L. this class is offered. According to 
one puts forth money to cover some initial |] use ance ns neering profes- Schmitt, the class will likely be given 

costs, the efforts can begin. Even though | sor), John EF. Senos Wee engi- againinFallof1999. 
the overall cost is $10 — 15 billion, the startup ieetee | pokey Mike & 2 ae es 

to get another moon program on its feetis | So Photo courtesy of Joe Robinson 

around five million. From the time when 
initial funding is received, Jack estimates 
that it would be ten years until actual space | 
exploration begins again. So, realistically, : 

if the initial 5 million dollars is invested in Ls Pw) r 
the program within five years from today, Wares. 20 At i 
man will arrive on the moon again around ll 

the yar 205. ~~ A. _JOIN THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
Why the forty year differential between trips | (SS [eae nw 

to ne moon? Jack attributes it to the Non a re oe ET 

and Johnson era. During this time the United oS & Saad 

States moved away from the space race and is pe Sein By fgg 
concentrated on war and domestic problems. Ss & 
There is a lack of perception about our role : pls | 
in space. Jack feels we need someone to lead ~~. ) SN ee 

the United States into the space frontier, a [ 
much as Thomas Jefferson led pioneering ag Lee 
into the Western frontier. 4 \ y 6 

\ yy 

With role models like Jack Schmitt around, — DS 

it is easy to envision a bright future. Through ae F A 

his teaching, Jack has emphasized that our Contact the Melero lL Engineer at 

generation must lead the United States and ‘En, Bose bes ns a bd phone 262-3494 

the world into the space frontier, for space s aA w (S : 

holds the key to the future of all humankind. x ; Cur wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu 

Author Bio: Dan Peirpont is a senior ma- h ‘ . 
joring in Chemical Engineering. . 3 

i 
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OPPORTUNITIES IN TECHNOLOGY ~~ CS MERGING 
Pillsbury is a world-class food company with approximately 18,000 oS Aer : ce QUALI Y 
employees worldwide. The Pillsbury, Company provides outstanding es 
career opportunities for-bright, con! fident, efeatiye people who thrive in ee AND 

arisk-taking, “ce eg _ a SUCCESS tw a 
Mee», saps Src CCC 

Within our’ Technology organization we haye opportunities for . . 
Chemic eke vine ibs gered inesses. STAY IN MADISON. We are a Madison based high 
As a Process De velopment Scientist, you design the pro ess to technology electronic engineering designer of real time single 
many ‘ods, | Expect to conduct experiments at beiichtop, and board computers. End users of our products primarily require An ae % pe . engstie . 
thenin pilot p ants’ alate processing alematives and to deer ine flexible I/O capability, exceptional reliability, high speed 
ther ie Pediat quality, shel He, safety and cog) ice your processing capacity and deterministic computer response 
controlled ériticat tnit operations are developed, you will Seale up for time, particularly in communications applications. ISO- full commercial tise and production in otir manufactiringplants/Close | | oof certified 

Se ee od oe ee Customer Involvement Positions: For thee positions, we require a BS, MS or Ph.D. in Chemical 0: Food FIELD APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS are customer incerine We cask individuale with dicecee ba Le = i a Engineer ing. We seek ndividuals with diverse backgrouiids and oriented BSEE/CS to assist staff and customers with pre-sales 
experience, who can think strategically and ereatively, are challenged technical support and applications. 

who can’ eae Ih melee ee ae SOFTWARE SUPPORT ENGINEERS resolve a wide 
i i= § i i i ist i Pillsbury off6ee%, pete slay and cot sive benefits variety of ae software a assist in — 

package. Conta uur Human Resources Deparimer t at the following customization, perform customer application testing, an 
address formore information, | Je provide technical interface between customers and other 

— departments. 
Human Resources Department, MS 9622 

Pillsbury Technology Center Product Design, Testing and Verification Positions: ; 
330 University Avenue SE SPE IWARE ESTER ENGINEER (RTOS) design, 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 evelop and implement software for real time operating 

Pols, systems. Qualified candidates will have a BS in EE/CS and 
experience with real time operating systems and developing 

_ . communications protocols and operating system kernels, C 
& ee ae rogramming. Ae seinen | | jiu gi, yap + 11aX SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEER (TEST) design, 

apis wee . is ; develop and implement hardware design verification test yh SRE Yael ms 
i i i i 

at Lo ee Kamit. ft, Founded in 1886, software and monitors. Qualified candidates will have a BS 
—_ _ re Bee S.C. Johnson Wax in EE/CS and experience with diagnostics, assembly and C 

ii gs Cie a ek is one of the programming. 
eal chia ¥ oe ed “i world's largest, 

Dns aia eer: §— privately held STUDENTS - GET WORK EXPERIENCE 
el pe multinational We will work around school schedules for the following full- 
Wie, a ben cats oun 13.000 time or part-time positions: 
noe varie en 3 employees Software Design Engineer - Qualified candidates need 
Pio a mong ta ATA a distributed exposure to C and network programming. Prefer Computer 

alnarianeitliss over more than Science or Electrical Engineering major. Should be at least a 
. " fifty countries. 3rd year student. 

We are a world leader in manufacturing and marketing Hardware Design Engineer - Qualified candidates need 
of ae a a o ae pees eee exposure to microprocessor-based Single Board Computers. 
including brands such as , GLADE, . 1 di i A 5 + DRANO, SHOUT. . OFF, EDGE ahd SKINTIMATE. Prefer Ist year graduate student in Electrical Engineering. 

Global headquarters and U.S. manufacturing operations 7 . 
are located in Racine, Wisconsin, on the shores of Lake We provide company matched 401(k), great vacation and 
Michigan between Chicago and Milwaukee. To explore holiday package, excellent health and dental coverage, and an 
a variety of career opportunities, contact: immaculate work environment! 

C.L. Herrbold . 
S.C. Johnson Wax Visit our Home Page: http://www.artesyn.com/c} Pp y’ P 
1525 Howe Street 

Racine, WI 53403 é Communications Products Group 
elherrbo@sc}-com. ARTE SWAN | 8310 Excetsior Drive 

: 1 Madison, WI 53717 An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

Come visit us at: http://www.scjohnsonwax.com/ 

————————— 
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—_ wu VCO = PECHNOLOGY, 

Communication Technologies 

By Rob Nelson communications’ main idea of entertaining : pee, =f eed Liar yi 

masses of people with sounds and images [230 hent(jcugi== )/ <ca\/ ed i=onih) =| 
W: are at the dawn of anew age,an _ has changed little. YP} MU a Be | Yeh bs 

age of unfettered communica- fas ie, 7c lo To 

tions between all people, both vi- In contrast, personal communications in- | 3 i { 
sual and audible, and someday even touch, volves fewer forms, including the telephone, i ¥ | 

smell and taste. The topic of communications _ fax and glacially slow Internet connections. He . 1 
is very broad and very important. Asamea- However, because of high demand and new Lowe ‘ 
sure of its importance, try to imagine living developments, this area will probably see the a 4 1 ae 
without the telephone, email or the televi- _ most innovation in the years ahead. We will A ay raga © Pie 4 ae 
sion. Going further, we can separate this sub- _ see in our lifetimes much faster Internet con- 7 Line (i aaah tT 

ject into two main areas of interest: mass _ nections, video conferencing and communi- Bo Sale) alae ca rani lt 
communications and personal communica- cations from anywhere in the world. i call MEAS 2h NS at 
tions. as aa nel ehh ak 

; oie : S| aN KA) | EP Ne 
Mass communications involves a large vari- Our history is littered with Res Pi Gane? 4 ae Nise Wig Vs NaN 

ety of forms, including television, newspa- many communication ae 1) he ea ie es) ee Wed Hs 
pers, magazines, radio, film, CD, video and d fail Pet ey Pee NI by fog 25 78S Pk 
most uses of the Internet. By far, the fastest successes and some failures iis fe wi. y ie iw if ot td Ss 
speed of communication is found in televi- i Fist ee as eee BN ns ams 
sion, radio and the Internet, where electron- To fully understand communications, it must fy it H) 1 Mi BA 8 

ics are heavily utilized. Recently, alot of in- be defined. To communicate we require sig- EA, GiSeits libacda w% a 
novation has occurred in these high speed nals. Signals are anything that varies in time _ |f-" (Ee ee a 2 at 
areas, such as HDTV, DVD and satellite or space, and since practically everything “— ni sal 
broadcast to name a few. However, mass varies in time or space, everything is there- Bundles and bundles of wires make up 

By ae fore a signal. However, one can not hear a__a bulk of the main telephone system. 

, ite om person talking or read their body language 
[| ‘é a | ey, from 1,000 miles away. This loss of informa- caught up and became the standard because 
ie | | Va tion is proportional to distance and causesa of its lower cost, its greater popularity with 
ia] i : f | problem. To solve the distance problem, we _ the masses and the mechanical TV’s limited 
\f. ie 4 fi | _ use electric signals, which lose information _ speed. 

i | : ( se ie much slower. If one transmits the right sig- 

a ; : nal, one can transmit the length of the uni- _ In recent years, satellite, computer and com- 
tf } ; i orig verse. munications companies have laid out plans 
a | for linking the earth together with large 
i. 0 Our history is littered with many communi- numbers of satellites. Each plan calls for us- 
L 4 cation successes and some failures. The first ing hundreds of low-earth-orbiting satellites, 
eee ss 3 ®| practical high speed/long distance device which require much less power than those 
ace | He i | oa A was the telegraph, which was digital inde- _ in higher orbits. In addition, due to its low 

he Sa E sign, very much like our computers today. earth orbit, one satellite will not be able to 

| oo’ a : Later, analog devices were developed such _ stay ina single position in the sky very long, 
ES — Xx ee ; as the telephone, radio and television that _ therefore hundreds of satellites are needed 
: i i a are still largely with us today. to assure that one will always be overhead. 

i | These plans were pipe dreams until the cost 
/ The early development of the television is _ of launching each satellite fell to less than 
: ie By = unique because, at first, two radically differ- 25% of 1970s levels. Someday this cost may 
: a § Ws ent prototypes were competing. One, from be as low as 1%. Many potential uses exist 

4 7 ug 8 England, was mechanical with a large rotat- _ for these satellite systems, including global 

“gj : | 2 ing disk. The other, from the United States, mobile phones, faxes, paging systems and 

ea 5 was fully electrical with no moving parts. high-speed data connections (10 Mbits/sec). 
Cells suchas these help to power the ® The mechanical TV, at first, had better reso- . 
camiiniication system. lution and was faster. The electrical TV later continued on page 12 

LE 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Moving to the local level, the regional telephone companies are /~_ 
planning a major overhaul of their networks soon, where they will — : 
implement DSL (Digital Subscriber Lines) technologies. This os s 3s 
change is being done in response to the growing use of the phone .. 
network for Internet use. Internet use has forced the telephone com- q 
panies to add extra capacity to their lines because the average eee, 
Internet call is around 45 minutes, versus the average voice call of re acy ww 

only 3 minutes. In addition, the telephone companies are running ego Btn Oe \ 
scared, for fear that the cable companies, using high-speed data 5 ig ae ok 
and phone technologies, may eradicate the telephone companies’ ie ee a 
monopoly in local phone service. 0 ne 2 PM =| 

The DSL system has many inherent advantages. First, it will use iS 4 
the twisted pair wires popular today. Second, it will require add- ‘ 
ing only two modems, one at home and one at the telephone com- 

pany (which can be shared), making DSL cost effective. Finally, 
because DSL will be sold in addition to regular phone service, it 
will be a potentially lucrative business. DSL is only in trial mar- b 5 A 
kets now, but next year it will be marketed across the nation for (rh) Sandia National Eyal) tas 

use in very fast Internet connections (1.5-8 MBits/sec) and video 

conferencing. Later, newer technologies (+13 MBits/sec) will be 

used to display movies and television programming. Ha TIT VMs iV (Hae MN ae VEO Vl as) SS 

Other new technologies are also in the works. Cable companies 
are already using cable modems to give high speed downloads, ‘ aut 
but uploads still use the slow phone system. The cable companies Semel National Paboratories g ; 
are also working ona plan to offer telephone service to counter the | aoe TOM Ma ena caUllNg 

telephone companies’ threat. Another technology, LMDS (local | FS UN au M au 
multi-point distribution system), is viable now that the govern- i STULL UN Mee 

ment has auctioned off bandwidth (a range of frequencies set aside " devoted to leadership in anticipating national 
to avoid conflicting multiple transmitters) for this purpose. LMDS Jesh PUTS eg USNC 
has a 1.3GHz bandwidth, which is over 200 times the bandwidth Sn vl Seance 
of a TV station, and a range of 25 miles, making it great for use in Se CCS NCR UE el oss 
cities. Satellite technology also looks promising, although for now, ailioe fe! licen OR HAW SAUD 
like cable modems, it uses the slow phone system for uploads. # TA De ual OC dic 

- Se exceptional service in the national interest” 

Understanding the technologies that will be used to increase the i has evolved into the strategic intent of the 
communications bandwidth, we now have to ask the question, r EEE 

“How will we use all this communications bandwidth?” One ob- i Sandia has employment opportunities for 
vious use, video conferencing, will allow people to work further SEU SMU SME RAO Recirre 
apart, families to be closer together and learning to take place any- in engineering, research, computing and 
where. Because of video conferencing, an individual person will the physical sciences. Technicians with 
command more power then ever, regardless of location. Another I technology degrees can find positions 

potential use is linking, all the computers on the Internet via high i We ON NUCH EEC On MenCnCe an 
speed connections to form a virtual parallel processing i, = a We also offer a professional environment 
supercomputer. This virtual supercomputer could be used to work My ae PIC CAeaeCSt MeN en ESE 
on problems not possible with even the fastest supercomputer on saa Mey Waeutrcs 
earth. Lastly, older mass communications technologies, such as TV WIE i} i ie 
and movies, will increase in quality and quantity and may even OE Me als uy) elt) meet eller 
become interactive with their audiences. facilities in Albuquerque, New Mexico and 

The future promises to be bright because of the massive increases Livermore, California. Sandia offers a 
in communication speed coming soon. Many technologies will vie competitive benefits package, which includes 
to become the answer including DSL, satellite, cable modems and Continuing education, retirement, health 
LMDS. These technologies will allow us to do many things both insurance, vacation, savings plans and more 
better and completely different than the way we do them today. 
Let’s hope that this technology makes our world less complicated, 
instead of even more complex, but I pose the question: “What do hsb [else ssn TAT he Eben? [eto ie) 
you think the chances are of that happening?” 5 , 

Ce Mea Meee 
7 a, . . Staffing Department 3535-0060 

Author Bio: Rob Nelson is in his last semester of electrical engi- at 
neering. He’s also living in the shadow of his quest for a job and MS-1023 
being both nervous and excited, and everything in between. Albuquerque, NM. 87185-9903 

CUNT) Tele oy (me eM Colts g Ce Me ORS OCCU OEE itt} 

ee 
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—_— nr OO 80 eso ON CAMPUS 

Lot 17 Ramp & Pharmacy Building 
With hopes to alleviate some parking woes for foot- A new West Campus Development Committee has 
ball games and campus in general, the planning for _ been formed to address similar issues in the construc- 
building a parking ramp in lot 17 has been in the _ tion of the Pharmacy Building. The path of Observa- 
works for some time. The construction of the Engi- tory Drive will be altered to accomodate the new 
neering Centers Building on the end of the Engineer- _ building. The construction and rerouting of the road 
ing Campus will only begin once the ramp is com- _ will affect the Village of Shorewood and the residents 

plete. of University Bay Drive. 

Numerous community members have been con- For more information, please contact: 
sulted on the construction of the ramp, so thatissues Lamarr Billups, 608-263-5510, 

of construction noise, design, and traffic patterns _ billups@mail.bascom.wisc.edu, 
could be addresses by those affected. The Ad Hoc 500 Lincoln Dr. Madison, WI 53706. 

Neighborhood Committee recently met and the the 
Traffic Impact Analysis was shared with local resi- 
dents. The schedule of the Environmental Impact 
Analysis was also disclosed. 

The Wisconsin Engineer has quite a collection of re- offering complete ppr files, to be read with Adobe 
sources on our web site. With past issues, intermit- Reader 2.1, so that even at a distance, our web audi- 

tent news updates, college and campus links, job _ ence will be able to see what the hardcopy looks like. 
placement assistance, staff biographies, technical 
writing and production links and advice, and the To make this re-launch even more exciting, we are 

] ISCONSIN homepage of the 1998 ECMA Conference, the web _ beginning the Wisconsin Engineer Web Excellence 
Vel ay staff of the Wisconsin Engineer has just begun Awards. We will be searching the College of Engi- 

to showcase its talents. neering web pages, individual engineering student 
and faculty pages, and engineering student organi- 

This spring semester we are launching anew zation pages at first. Later we will spread the search 
look, accompanied by more interactive _ to sites and pages across campus. 

e pages, easier to use interfaces, better look- 
ing design, and much more information. To make sure that we receive your recommendation 

for a Wisconsin Engineer Web Excellence Award, 

ip We have been able to concentrate more onthe _ please see the award site to submit your suggestion 
design of the site now that we can ouput di- or email John Marmet by midnight, February 15. 

rectly into HTML from PageMaker 6.5. We are also gjmarmet@students.wisc.edu 
http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~wiscengr/award 

The Outstanding Senior Award is given every semes- 
ter by the Polygon Engineering Council. Awards are 
based on who has been involved, participated, and Bobs Copy Shop 

. demonstrated leadership in anything the 
Outstand l ng College of Engineering offers students. This 

a includes societies, organizations, work expe- WE SPECIALIZE IN: 
Sen iors rience, military experience, and many more. Anton Color Calendars Newsettert 

The 1997 Fall Outstanding Senior are Custom Mouse Pads Reports Brochures Resumes 
Leon Baumann Manuals Theses 

Brian Dondlinger A Copies Tonparences 
Christopher Egle We have a wide variety of colored paper, 
Eric Iverson erwolopes, weiohts. aes, ond textures 

Maura Jenkins HOURS 

Luciano Oviedo Monday-Thursday 7:30-9:00 

Matthew Vokoun oy eee 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 

Photographer Apology free Peele ond Delvery 
The Wisconsin Engineer inadvertantly neglected to 251 -2936 

credit photos from our November issue. We would FAX # 608-251-4279 
like to extend a special thank you to Joe Robinson and 1314 West Johnson Street 
Dorene Kent for the photos they submitted for the (in Randall Tower) 

November issue. We appreciate your hard work. 
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Polygon Engineering Council 
e WS r O Mm Are you interested in getting CREDIT to 

ginEER talk with industry recruiters from across the 
oe a nation, and build your resume in the pro- 

KY A cess? Polygon Engineering Student Coun- 
= ©| __ cilis taking applications for the position of 
‘ .| Career Connections Co-Chair. These two 

people will be responsible for planning and 
a * organizing Career Connection 1998. This 

fr a n | 2 a | O nn S position comes with the option of receiv- 

ing 3 elective credits for your work. If you 
want to virtually guarantee yourself a job 

To announce your organization’s events contact Kate when you graduate, hig shady spanel 4 osition, the contacts you will 
eC tC CCM eT IE | (cvclop while heading Career Connection 1998 will make it happen. 

Applications are available in the Engineering Career Services office or 
contact Eric Wobig (phone 284-8879 or email at 

American Institute of Chemical Engineers ecwobig@students.wisc.edu) or Andrew Kroll (phone 238-0902 or 
email at ahkroll@students.wisc.edu) with questions. 

AIChE is a student organization that is com- . . 
iidtied to giving-undergraduate chemical Engineers for Environment and Technology 
engineering students the opportunity to EET is a collection of individuals involved in 

learn more about chemical engineers in in- ia | addressing the future. It is the role of our or- 
dustry and to give them a chance to interact 4 i- ganization to help collect resources and dis- 

with other chemical engineering students. XX y ° seminate knowledge. 
It also gives the students the chance to learn pee de . . . . 
by competing in events such as Engineer- |__| EET will be having another panel discussion 
ing Expo, the Rube Goldberg Competition, YoosWN pertaining to sustainable development or the 

and the Reactor Design competition. Contact us at aiche@cae.wisc.edu impact of the Kyoto Agreement Onengineet: 
or visit our web site at www.cae.wisc.edu/~aiche . J ~____ing technology. There will also be interest- 
Meetings that have been scheduled for Spring '98 are: ing talks given by individuals in industry and faculty throughout the 
2/11 Monsanto year. One speaker of note will be a Monsanto representative. 

2/25 Bio Panel (Genentech, Amgen, Promega, Biotech Resources) . . . 
3/18 Dow We have developed several internship contacts and are planning on 

Pizza (free to members) is served at 6:00 with the meetings starting having a role in the Federation of Environmental Technologists 13th 
at 6:30 Locations TBA. Annual Conference: Environment '98. The conference is March 2-4, 

eS 998, at the Milwaukee Hilton. 

Pi Tau Sigma ; . 
Please see our web page for our latest information as well as an exten- 

© Pi Tau Sigma is an Honorary Mechanical sive group of online resources ranging from environmental technol- 

R Bngineesng Society whose objectives are. 57 oe garcia, Fer monetidolan oll wining end 6) to foster high ideals in the engineering pro- gam 5 : 8 
fession, promote academic and profes- S¢@ Out resources, point your browser to www.cae.wisc.edu/~eet 

pate ee encourage lead- American Nuclear Society 

ership and citizenship. The American Nuclear Society provides stu- 

a The top one-fourth of the junior and top A\ £\ Jd aes ine Bere ie ieoen ck a 
one-third of the senior class in ME are in- CPS ). ‘ P P " 
vited to join Pi Tau Sigma. Members are N J ry ; tributes toward the development of nuclear 
reconized for their outstanding academic S ry throweh ac | tec monoey at b . he vend 
performance and achievements, and have ec octet) and nerves ae A gee oie 

the opportunity to develop leadership and communication skills. within the university community for interchan; Bick formation in 
Activities include general meetings with speakers from industry, the area of nuclear science and technolo: 8 
student/professor volleyball and cookout, plant trips and more. Pi By: 
Tau Sigma is also known for its Top Quality Tutoring Service that is We hold monthly meetings with speakers on various topics. We speak 

free to Sh G a ies ait . ue pee ay = oe to local schools and organizations about nuclear science and technol- 
Pivace wale 6 udes al for vat or whet ath, b fe at ty an ogy as well as conduct tours of our nuclear reactor facility. We also 

hei courses. For vodu/ vpitau or von, Wes st pitau oc eat d organize trips to conferences and nuclear related facilities such as re- 
Pi Fee Bera een eio oe Gtcethoa US at PHHAUSCae.WISCAU cont visits to Fermilab and Byron nuclear power plant. Our Engineer- 

President - jerome. Lim Vice President - Vicki Bassett Vice Presi- ng Expo a display included samples of irradiated food and a model 
. si test it igns. 

dent - Dave Hwang Treasurer/Computer Chair - Andy Wittman OF ONE OHNE NRNESE MUCTCAY POWEE Plant designs 

Secretary - Kevin Wenzel Social Chair- Kurt Kissinger Fund Rais- Oy next scheduled meeting is this Tuesday, Frebruary 3 in 106 ERB 
ing Chair - Max Siker Convention Chair - Julie Marshaus Polygon at 7 pm. For more information visit our web page at 

Rep “ ate gle ASME Rep - Chad Jansen Faculty Advisor - Pro- ans.neep.wisc.edu/~ans/ or email us at ans@ans.neep.wisc.edu or 
essor Ken Kagian call at 265-3992. 
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By Kristin Shuda In February 1997, the group reinvented 
itself and decided to focus on databases. 

M any of us have had the dream All spring and summer the group 
since we were very young to worked on projects. Finally, in Septem- 
someday own our own business _ ber 1997 the team realized the talent they 

and be our own boss. A group of students at possessed and spun out of the Virtual ; 
UW-Madison have a different idea - why Cooperative Program to become a lim- | _ www.datag ratl on.com 
wait? The group just recently spun off of the ited liability company in the State of 
Virtual Cooperative Program, offered by the Wisconsin. 
College of Engineering, to become a limited phrases mentioned by the members of 
liability company in the State of Wisconsin. What exactly is Datagration? Datagrationis | Datagration on how to succeed in creating a 
This company is called Datagration. a company based on the internet, intranet business were communication, teamwork, 

and extranet industries. It is committed to concentration on your ideas and strategy, 
It all began a little over two years ago when __ utilizing web technologies to engineer solu- persistence and execution. 
David Overbo, Jason Bell, Francisco tions custom-designed for their customer’s 

Gonzales and Peter Bell wanted to start an needs. Datagration focuses on the construc- The Datagration team also attributes its suc- 
internet technology group, not necessarily tion industry which operates within a 1-3% cess and learning to the resources UW-Madi- 
for profit. They explored many options and margin. Therefore, anything this company _ son has provided them. Dave Overbo com- 
finally decided they wanted to createanon- can do to save the customer money is desir- ments on the unique environment the uni- 
line directory for students. However, their able. versity has created for entrepreneurs. “The 
troubles always came back to the question administration has a deep understanding of 
of money. How would they fund their Datagration’s portfolio project is Career Ex- what young entrepreneurs need to succeed. 
project? With all their talent and ambition, _ pert, an on-line resume database. The idea _I feel fortunate to attend one of the top uni- 
they were nothing without the funding to behind this project is to have a place where _versities for entrepreneur development.” 
get the project started. They consulted Dean _ people can put their resume on the web for 
John G. Bollinger and Assistant Dean employers to view. The project was initiated | Datagration has entered a new contest UW- 
Lawerence Casper of the College of Engi- in the spring of 1996 and construction bdI- Madison started last fall called the Tec Prize. 
neering, who encouraged them to preparea Aan in May 1997. The project is not targeted _ The goal of the Tec Prize is to encourage stu- 
proposal. Their pursuit for funding and sup- at making money, but rather at gaining ex- dents in engineering, business and science 
port lasted approximately four months, dur- _ perience for future projects. to work together and prepare a business 
ing which time they presented their ideas at plan. Prizes range from $10,000 for first place 
meetings and spoke to many people about The company also has a few other projects _ to $1,000 for fourth place, and the first com- 
getting started. Everyone tried to punch in the making with industrial firms. They _ petition will be held in April 1998. Not only 
holes in their project, but the group stuck it operate on a first come first serve basis, yet does the university offer programs and com- 
out. manage to work on multiple projects at once. petitions, but they also offer support and 

As the number of projects increases, so will _ technology. 
Datagration eventually became the first stu- _ the staff size. Datagration plans to make use 
dent run group in the Virtual Cooperative of UW-Madison’s resources by hiring stu- The dream of starting your own business is 
Program, so the company had a learn-as- dents to write programs and help in the cre-_ definitely familiar to many people. Whether 
you-go type of approach. Through this pro- ation of many databases. you are a student or someone who has been 
gram they were given funding, advising and in industry for many years, remember it is 

support on how to create a business. One of Many of us have had the same dream as the _ never too late, nor is it ever too early. All you 
the program’s rules is that oncea company founders of Datagration, but we have not _ need isa little self motivation and the will to 
starts making a profit, ithas to separate from motivated ourselves to follow through with — succeed. Good luck in all your future en- 
the program. The group of four students _ them. After all, how many failures cana per- _ deavors! 
worked on the project for four months as son endure before they give up? When asked 
part of the Virtual Cooperative Program. In why they created Datagration, Jonas Zahn —_ Author Bio: Kristin Shuda is determined to some- 
August 1996, they decided to expand their _ replied, “I don’t see a reason why not to. If I day own her own business. She would like to work 
team and added Jonas Zahn, Travis Fiertag work hard now and am successful, great. But 9S" industrial engineer in industry for a few years 
and Aaron Berken. At this point, they de- if the company fails, at least I’ll still have ist tet te she hopes to tee oe a ae 
cided to evaluate who they were and what — succeeded, and I'll have something to talk Soun ane’ Nts engineering rela e as ewan 

. ae oy quare Peg, Round Hole Engineering. 
they wanted to do. about in a job interview.” A few other key 

— eee — 
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The Washburn Observatory: u y: 
120 years of Heralded History 

By Heather Wagner may not know that the Washburn Observa- _ lar Observatory was intended for observa- 
tory has been on campus for 120 years and _ tions of the intra-Mercurial planets. Unfor- 

id you ever cover the ceiling of your _ was actually a major research facility for _ tunately, Watson died early at the age of 42 in 
Dotson with glow-in-the-dark much of that time. In its 120 years, November 1880, and did not see the comple- 

stars? Did you ever enjoy a clear Washburn has been home to several famous _ tion of these projects. Edward Holden became 
summer night out in the country gazing up —_ astronomers, and it has a history rich with _ Watson’s successor. 
at the sky witha thousand questions in your _ fascinating contributions to the field of as- 
mind? Did you ever make a “coffee can gal- _ tronomy. By the spring of 1881, the 15 inch refractor 
axy” by placing a candle inside a coffee can was ready for use, and Holden, along with 
full of tiny punched holes? If so, youmay In 1876, former Wisconsin Governor Burnham and G.C. Comstock, began the 
be due for a trip to UW-Madison’s Cadwallader C. Washburn allocated asum Washburn Observatory Publications. Their 
Washburn Observatory. Although it is cur- of $3000 per year over three years for the observations were primarily micrometer 
rently used primarily by the public during creation of an observatory for the Univer- measurements of double stars. They also in- 
open houses and by students in the intro- _ sity of Wisconsin. At the time, $3000 repre- _ cluded catalogs of nebulae and red stars and 
ductory astronomy courses, many people _ sented one seventh of the University’s state- observations and drawings of the comet of 

funded budget! On Septem- 1881. At this time, the Observatory became 
ber 18, 1877, UW President available on the first and third Wednesdays 

John Bascom announced that — of each month to anyone interested in view- 
; he intended to meet all provi- ing celestial objects. This practice has been 

a sions and provide a fully maintained to this day. 
7 equipped observatory, includ- 

r a ing a telescope which was to The Observatory was fully equipped in 1884 
| be larger than the 15-inch and set ona course of research it was to fol- 

1 Harvard refractor telescope. _ low for the next 40 years. In addition to the 
: In May 1878, construction of 15 and 6 inch telescopes, the Observatory 

q the telescope began. With a acquired an excellent 5 inch meridian circle 
| 15.6 inch aperture, the and placed it in the west wing of the main 

| 4 Washburn telescope was re- building. Three accurate pendulum clocks 
. | nowned as the United State’s were also maintained: one for sidereal time, 
— third largest refractor of its the other two for standard time. The Ob- 

ae } time. servatory set local time in Madison by con- 
ay aa 4 = . trolling various clocks in the city, including 

bh ae ails Due to his international tcepy-_—_ TT 
Ce tation for the discovery of 22 The Washburn telescope was 

minor planets and for his book renowned as the United 
Deere ae Theoretical Astronomy , the ac- 5 . | tive and prominent James C. State’s third largest refractor 

i Watson became the first direc- 
i. tor of the Washburn Observa- one at the State Supreme Court, the West- 

» tory. Watson supervised the ern Union office, the Park Hotel and the 
| 4 completion of the original Wisconsin State Journal. It also set the clock 

{ ; structure, started work onthe in the University President’s office which 
| ,, east wing and with his own _ controlled bells signaling the beginning and 

haa, \ a s money, began construction of _ end of class periods. In addition, the Ob- 
=~ ‘ be = both the Students’ Observa- _ servatory earned several hundred dollars a 
= g tory and the Solar Observa- _ year by selling time to the Wisconsin rail- 

= 4 tory. The Students’ Observa- _ roads. 
*F | 8 tory contained a small transit 

| _ |) 8 instrumentand a6 inch refrac- Holden left Wisconsin in 1885 to become the 
Even after 120 years, the 15.6 inch refractor tor used for instruction, en- President of the University of California. 
telescope is able to amaze its viewers with abling the 15 inch refractor to For a little more than a year after Holden’s 
spectacular images of stars and galaxies. be used for research. The So- departure, John E. Davis, the physics pro- 

———— 
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a ee = Te OO Another notable achievement of Washburn 
ee ae ne , Astronomers came in the 1940s when they 

Le ee ao : showed that interstellar dust, oriented in 

7 ~ - | various directions in space, dimmed light 
_. —- of different wavelengths in a way which de- 

le —* 7 x2] parted systematically from earlier results. 
5 ! Ba 4 In this work the Wisconsin astronomers 

or ie dy “| used the six color photometry system, 
cn \ x which measured the brightness of objects 
a \ edaiinas in six wavelength bands spaced from the 

a : 8 pe. \ ae violet to the near-infrared. They devised 
eee " 8 Mi, this system for use on galaxies as a means 
oe £ of determining the velocity of recession of 
— . nou ¥ distant galaxies by measuring their colors 

ea over a wide spectral region. This color sys- 
,. tem was the forerunner of modern photo- 
8 metric systems. 
S 
8 In 1948, Stebbins retired as Director of 

& Washburn Observatory. More than any 
8 other astronomer, he was associated with 
& the development of photoelectric as- 

Located at 1401 Observatory Drive, the Washburn observatory stands as a tronomy. He began with primitive instru- 
testament to the history of University fo Wisconsin - Madison. ments able to detect only the moon and 

fessor whose enthusiastic research in elec: When Stebbins came to Wisconsin withhis ¢ded with photoelectric measurements of 
tromagnetism led to the establishment of _ photocells, the Observatory passed imme- faint galaxies. The achievements of his long 
the University’s magnetic observatory, took — diately from the 300-year-old era of visual and remarkably successful career were rec- 
charge of the Observatory. astronomy to that of the new techniques of continued on page 18 

photoelectric as- ae 
In August of 1887, G.C. Comstock, then at tronomy. The use of the a _. A 
Ohio State, returned to Madison as Associ- photocells, along with fe 
ate Director of Washburn, and he was soon A.E. Whitford’s success | 2  . ae 
named Director. As the third Director of the in constructing the first [| yo Lae a. Fi 
Observatory, Comstock held this office workable DC amplifier [| ee a PS 4 
longer than anyone else. His astronomical suitable for astronomi- Po ee iff 

work focused on precise visual position ob- caluse,simplifiedwork | oe fy 
servations, a tradition begun by Holden. at the telescope and Lo if 
His first research, an accurate determination made it possible to at- — oe f ; 
of the constant of aberration and anassoci- tack an extremely wide an A 
ated investigation of atmospheric refraction, range of problems. ei | & : 

quickly brought him to the attention of his Stebbins and Huffer nee wi Fi id 

peers. Throughout his long career he also (who was awarded the | a , P 
measured visual binary stars which were an _ first Wisconsin Ph.D. in | 7 re es = %, 

early hint of the concept of giantand dwarf astronomy and re- [| — v 
stars. Comstock was also prominent inthe mained as a faculty pee, ee Fs 
professional activities of his day. He was member) were able to — iD , : 
involved in the founding of the American _ use this system to derive Tie “ 7 ay 

Astronomical Society (AAS) in 1897 and fundamental data con- fas “— oe . 4 -_ a, 

served AAS for ten years as its first secre- cerning the sizes, Vid 7) . ie Lo a ne cc 

tary and for one year as its Presidentin 1925. brightness and masses |) 4 be Lo a 65 eo is ce 

He was also chairman of the AAS commit- of stars. Another high- i) Sy oe a 7 
tee formed to coordinate the observations light of Stebbin’s contri- |) — By ee a ia P La 

of Halley’s comet in 1910. In 1899, butions was his deter- as ee ae 
Comstock became the first Wisconsin fac- mination in 1932 of the af Ce 
ulty member to be elected to the National currently accepted size : eee ea 
Academy of Sciences. Five years later, he _ of our galaxy. Stebbin’s oe ae a 
was appointed the first Dean of Wisconsin’s result was that the sun aes SS ae z 
Graduate School, a position he held for 16 is about 30,000 light- : ee . 3s 
years. years from the center of ao 2 

the Milky Way galaxy : é 
After Comstock, Professor Joel Stebbins left and the outer edge of 8 

the University of Illinois to become the this galaxy is about 8 

fourth Director of Washburn Observatory 50,000 light years from Chris Conselice of the UW - Madison Department of 

in 1922. Stebbins had been trying todevelop _ the center. Astronomy explains the complexity of operating such an 

electrical means of detecting starlight. old telescope, while author Heather Wagner looks on. 

a 
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ognized by his colleagues electiing him to 100, and by 1942, to more than 200. In 1950, drogen halos. Their data have been used to 
the National Academy of Sciences in 1920. the first graduate courses in astronomy _ investigate the physical properties of inter- 
He was also elected President of the Ameri- were listed in the UW catalog. stellar dust and to map the distribution of 
can Astronomical Society in 1940, and in hydrogen near the sun. 
1941, he was recipient of the Bruce Medal By 1942, astronomical research on Obser- 
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. vatory Hill became more difficult due to Although UV astronomy and studies of in- 
A.E. Whitford then succeeded Stebbins as more lights, smoke and dust caused by the _ terstellar medium have become major ac- 8 y' ) 
Director of Washburn. rapidly growing city of Madison and Uni- _ tivities of the Observatory, Washburn as- 

versity of Wisconsin. A larger, modern tele- _ tronomers have pursued a wide variety of 
For the first 70 years of its existence, scope at a better location was needed. In _ other astrophysical interests including ob- 
Washburn had remained a separate entity the mid-fifties, the Wisconsin Alumni Re- _ servational studies of comets, planets and 
within the University. In 1948, however, it search Foundation agreed to provide _ the zodiacal light, as well as photometric 
became part of the College of Letters and — $200,000 for the construction of a new ob- measurements of the continua and spectral 
Science and by 1958, offered greatly ex-  servatory ata dark sky site near the village lines of stars of almost every type. Theo- yi & y y y 8 y YP 
panded opportunities for advanced study _ of Pine Bluff, about 15 miles west of Madi- _ retical work here has addressed problems 
in astronomy. Throughout the University’s son. Along with its 36 inch mirror, the new __ in a broad range of fields including stellar 
early years, most juniors and seniors took observatory was dedicated on June 30, 1958. _ interiors, the transfer of radiation in gaseous 
nearly a year of astronomy. By the turn of | Thus, when Whitford went to California nebulae and in stars, stellar winds, the 
the century, several courses were offered— later in that same year, he left behind an _ shapes of spectra lines in a variety of situa- 
general astronomy, celestial mechanics, observatory well provided in research _ tions and studies of large telescope systems. 
practical astronomy, and astrophysics. At equipment and academic course offerings 
the time, total enrollment in these courses for advanced training in astronomy. As the number of staff and graduate stu- 

was about 35. By the mid-thirties, as- dents increased in the 1960s and new activi- 
tronomy enrollments had increased to about 4 py, Code, Whitford’s successor as Direc- _ ties developed, the administrative demands 
a ee ee tor, was no stranger to on the director became increasingly time 

ASTRONOMY GLOSSARY Wisconsin, since he consuming. Consequently, it was decided 
Compiled with the help of Chris Conselice - UW- served on the Washburn _ that upon Code’s resignation as Director in 

Madison Department of Astronomy staff in 1951-53. On his 1969, this position would henceforth be ro- 
return to Madison from _ tated among staff. 

Double Stars: two stars that appear to be orbiting | California, Code was ac- . : 
each other 8 me companied by D.E. Since the dedication of the Pine Bluff Ob- 
Nebulae: something in the sky that looks like diffused Osterbrook, his Caltech — servatory, the Washburn Observatory has 
light; most likely a distant star cluster, galaxy, or ion- oa ote e peen used asa teaching ais te the introduce 
ized gas ee ee sterbrook establishe ‘ory astronomy classes and for public view- 
Red Stal stars that look red because they are older | whatbecamethetwopri- ing open house nights. We recognize 120 
Meridian Circle: instrument used to find exact loca- mary strands of research _ years of contributions to astronomy by the 
tions of stars; usually mounted on its” own stand; a at Washburn over the _ astronomers of the Washburn Observatory. 
meridian is an imaginary line drawn from the south | next twenty years—ul- So the next time you are gazing up at the 
poletothe northipole 9 1 | travioletastronomy from _ stars on a clear summer night, with a thou- 
Sidereal Time: time measured from t he stars; usu | space vehicles and the sand questions in your mind, think of the 
ally we use solar time (measured by the sun) = ~—||_—s study of the propertiesof Washburn Observatory and the many con- ly we use solar asured bythe sun). | y prop y y 
Constant ¢ of Aberration: the amount that stai S$ ap- | interstellar matter. Ob- tributions made by its observers in their 
‘pear to move, due to the earth's motion | servational studies of in- pursuit to find answers to those thousands 

Atmospheric Re : action: the ber ding of light due to | terstellar matter at Wis- of questions. 
a ene | ee | consin then expanded 
eran Sere: two sips ee ti ng aac other | into the ultraviolet spec- Article taken in large part from “A History 
Giant Stars: older stars that are don e fusing hy rO- | tral region, x-ray region _ of the Washburn Observatory” by Bob Bless 
gen and hos outer ai have npanded and finally, in the 1970s, May 1978. 
Dwarf Fle young stars tr ae J Ine nye: into the radio region of 
genintheircore, = acc oe | the spectrum. With the 1 ; 2 Interstellar Dust: dustinspace = = |help of the Orbiting Ag. Author Blo: Heather Wagner is a senior in 

? of Recession _| fact a starter Ra Por 8 mechanical engineering and the technical 
Velocity of Recession: how fast. ava iS | tronomical Observator icati ifi Stat Oh cea te tee arc ae a. e Y communications certificate program. relative to where the observer is on earth = L the astronomers at 

Interstellar Matter: anything at is | 1 space; F YY | Washburn were able to dust andgases OPEN HOUSE HOURS Gust and gases eC observe about 1000 ob- The host will decide when to‘close the’ob- Hydrogen Halos: spherical halo of | ydrogenthatsu | oot. includi ‘lant e host will decide when to close the o 
ro ‘astar = ti(‘<‘é wt*;‘éwt”*”*”*C i UCects including planets,  seryatory based on weather and interest. a san ee a i. leon ae | comets, a great variety of 
ene stars, star clusters and January to March- 7:30 PM ‘st and 3rd 

'Photometri Measurements: Gicseueg Geman | galaxies. The enormous Wednesdays April to May- 9:00 PM st 
[ness of an obj ect 2 =—SCté<‘“<‘;w”*”S”~C SS ) 6amount Of new data ob- and 3rd Wednesdays June to August- 
I Gontinugand Sp sctral Lines of Stars: brea jp | tained continued to yield 9:00 PM Every Wednesday September 
the light into ciferent wavelengths ind observinaihe | Useful results. Among and October- 9:00 PM 1st and 3rd Wednes- 
| spectrun oe thoes wavele naihs to measure their | theseresults was thedis- days November and December- 7:30 PM 
| BHOHInG oe oo. — | covery that comets are 1st and and Wednesdays Ect more infor- 
Pence cee ee ded by huge hy- mation check out the Washburn webpage ' ar Inte ; theinside ofastar = = == | «= Surrounde en . Stellar I iteriors: the inside ofastar aoe ay www.astro.wisc.edu/~dolan/Washburn 

ee _____ 
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By Shana Gadlin Have you experienced this chaotic, mind compromising study monster gets loose and 
Up! up! my Friend, and quit your books; boggling tug of war? Do you feel like there causes many bright and capable engineer- 
Or surely you'll grow double: ’ — is no meaning in your life? Are you so self- ing students to drop out of engineering com- 
Up! up! my Eriend, and clear your looks; absorbed and overwhelmed with school _ pletely. 
Why all this toil and trouble? ’ work that you've forgotten about the world a 

Wordsworth outside of engineering? Take control! Reduce When engineering students get swallowed 
your hectic academic schedule and partake _ by a life filled with constant studying, their 

Dizzy, amass confusioncswitling like wtor- in the rewarding experience of volunteering. | surrounding world becomes foreign and 
nado around our head Numbers calcula- Bring back a healthy mental balance and __ they begin to lose the perspective of life asa 

5 ey "Samet ‘sh fl discover the true meaning in life you have whole. Although frequent studying is re- 
Hons; equations, veclors/cimculis; cast UOWS,. esi searching for. What's the use of over- quired to survive this arduous field of engi- 
progr » + Has school work taken ‘over loading your classes if they drive you toin- neering, students should not base their self 
your te? __ ____ sanity and possibly cause worth and self confidence on their exam 
ce ; | ; A z i a | you to drop out of engi- grades. 

oe lr | neering? Through volun- 

Pe, s | teer work, youcanbenefit Engineering classes are extremely strenuous 
Le a ae _ | from devoting a small on the brain. Learning to cope with these 
ae te —_~ | amountoftimetohelping tough classes is part of the engineering ex- 

= fg 2 7 ‘ others. You will make a perience. Obviously, if a student is in the 

aN > a : ge difference in the world engineering program, he or she has the 
_ e | and boost yourselfesteem _ brains to succeed. The next step is believing 

Ga es | atthe same time. Ineffect, in this ability and figuring out how to bal- 

. : -. your mind will feel ancestudying with the rest of life. Of course, 
a 1  . clearer, your difficult © ——-———. 

« . _-'|_classes won’t seem so Learning to cope with tough 

ee peinful.and yeu will be classes is part of the 
ss more likely stick with en- . . . 
| gineering and earn your engineering experience 

| degree. $$ LK— 
| the option of counseling is highly recom- 

© | Engineering students are _ mended when students need assistance with 
P| faced with school pres- _ this difficult balance. However, another no- 

. a sures every day. For many _ table option to help soothe the troubled soul 
. of engineers, performing _ is volunteering. 

. one one well in school becomes a 
i strongly driven goal. For Volunteering is a great way to feel good 

fe other engineers, ‘A’ about yourself and help others feel good at 

_— 5s. A grades become an un- the same time. Branching out into the “real 
rt 2 7 ‘ a ‘ healthy obsession. Cross- world” can also give engineering students a 

os aa. . | ing the fine line from just — broader view of life. By helping others, en- 
... wanting good grades toa gineering students can improve the world 

oe fanatic craze of only ac- we live in as well as boost their own self- 

: Pa 2 cepting good grades can confidence. Engineering students are bright 
. 3 be dangerous. Unfortu- individuals with special talents. By volun- 

a ° nately, this risky crossing __ teering, they can share their special abilities 
“3 occurs too often and and help make a difference in this world at 
5 plungessomeengineering the same time. In effect, life would become 

- ® students into the deep more than just a world of studying and the 
Long hours of studying for exams causes many ends of thrashing, out of . 
students to feel stressed out and frustrated. eutOl WALES. THE Oe continued on page 20 

NN eee 
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ee a around their shivering bodies are their children who are undergoing long term 
prized possessions. Many of them have no _ treatment at the hospital. Volunteering can 

a : ‘ | money, no family to turn to, no place to call even be as simple as donating blood or par- 

ee - ~~} their own and no hope for their future. On _ ticipating in a walk for charity. You can de- 
io 4 a by Oe ote _ | the other hand, here we are; well educated cide how involved you want to get. Volun- 
eee ea iid: ———_'|_ engineering students with food toeat, warm __ tering has limitless possibilities. The hard- 
aa: pest tiga apartments and houses to sleep in, money _ est part is deciding what would interest you. 

g nets os >| to spend and a successful future filled with Volunteers are always needed. If you feel like 
hep ee Pe ett our hopes and dreams. Is it too much to ask _ there’s not enough time to look for a volun- 

ai erp: —=S to give up a little of our time to help others _ teer opportunity on your own, check with 
Ss EI >| succeed? Isn’t teamwork what engineering _ the engineering clubs and societies you be- 

a a, Og is all about? long to. Social action among clubs has sig- 
. ae wy nificantly increased over the years on the en- 

—- ‘ If you want to volunteer and don’t know _ gineering campus. 
7 where to start, the UW-Madison Volunteer 
7 es § Center is located at Union South, Room 303. Don’t allow the world to become so narrow 

7 § Stop by or call them at (608)263-6825. They that you forget one of the most important 
% Will help try to match your interests with the human qualities, helping others. Through 
2 volunteer opportunities available. volunteer work, engineering students can 
5 share their talents and gain a better perspec- 

- - - ® Another great opportunity for volunteering _ tive of how to balance school work and the 
Even in the icy cold weather of winter is at a homeless shelter. Grace Episcopal __ rest of life. Take a step back and look at the 
many adults and children still live on Church on Capital Square serves dinners at _ whole picture. Don’t let the study monster 
the street. 8 p.m. everyday, and they will always wel- eat you alive! 
feelings of failure from troublesome classes come a pair of helping hands. Many students 
would be counterbalanced by rewarding also choose to volunteer at hospitals, crisis | Author Bio: Shana Gadlin writes this article 
feelings of bettering the society we live in. | center programs, special education pro- with personal experience in stressing out. 

grams, tutoring programs, museums and _ She is living proof that volunteer work is 
Have you taken a walk down State Street environmental programs. For example, you chicken soup for the soul. 
recently? The weather is bitter cold, and could be a mentor for a young child or teen- 
many adults and children are still living on ager, help care for the elderly, counsel people 
the streets. Old, torn winter coats wrapped _ in need over the phone and spend time with 

Ckrarty | Rosemount Inc., a world class leader in the design 
The business of Kraft is food. Weare | and manufacture of precision measurement and 

i | control instrumentation for the process industry, has 
North America's largest packaged exciting career opportunities in the Minneapolis, 
food company, with more than S17 Minnesota area for people who are interested in 

billion in annual sales and more than ff |} being part ofa forward thinking team on the cutting 
; edge of technology. Opportunities exist for new 

50 of the world's most well-known grads with the following four year degrees: 

and successful brands making Kraft ee 
. ce ectrical Engineering 

a challenging, exciting and  \Conmputer Science 
rewarding place to build a career. > Business 

We have recruited at the University of . 
: ; ; Rosemount Inc. offers a competitive salary and 

Wisconsin - Madison for many years benefits package. If you are committed to providing 
and look forward to another strong superior customer service and producing top quality 

a : | products, send your resume and cover letter to: 
recruiting Yeorin 1998! Human Resources, M/S PL16, Rosemount Inc., 

‘ 8200 Market Bivd., Chanhassen, MN 55317, or visit 
Check with Your Career Placement our web page at www.rosemount.com. For 

Offi ce f Or D etails! information on other opportunities at Rosemount, 
' call our Job Line at (612) 828-3315. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

—————— 
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E-Week Activities at the E 
ational Engineers Week was founded in 1951 __ tors, operations / decision sciences, manufacturing and 

by the National Society of Professional En- quality control. Wendt Library has also planned to 
gineers to increase public awareness and ap- _ continue their triva question of the day contest, with 

preciation of the engineering profession and of tech- prizes awarded for whomever answers the most ques- 
nology. Thousands of engineers, engineering students, _ tions correctly. 

teachers, and leaders in 

EN RR government and business Polygon Engineering Student Council has the follow- 

ew Turnin Ideas participate each year. The _ ing events planned for E-Week as well: 
Wea iN g rs 1998 National Engineers Monday - Egg Drop 

NY Tg Into Reality, Week (February 22-28) co- Tuesday - Organizational fair, Comedy Sports at night 
Ee Wes SS ————_———— chairs are the Construction Wednesday - Free pizza at noon 

vo Ne ia\ NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK. Specifications Institute | Thursday - Snow sculpture contest (tentative) 

fi y 4 mp, FEBRUARY 22-28, 1998 and Phillips Petroleum. Friday - New Casino Night 
A 0G ce el i 

A RSS aN : : . . 
(a Win The International Space Station represents one of the Presidential Welcome 

< Ce most ambitious technical projects in history. Now, Warm greetings to all those celebrating National Engineers 

oer through two live, interactive satellite programs — Week, 1998. | . a. . 
NASA's fifth annual International Space Station Tele- The efforts of engineers are vital to building a competitive 
conferences — students and professionals will have and prosperous America. As we approach the 21st century, 

http:/Awww.eweek.org . . Pp. . “© we recognize more than ever the many contributions engi- 
an. opportunity to speak directly with astronauts, Scl- neers make to our quality of life. Turning ideas into reality, 

entists, researchers and engineers as they discuss plans — our engineers provide us with the research, innovation, and 

for the International Space Station (ISS). technological achievements that help keep America strong 
and growing. 

On February 26, the National Engineers Week Com- I commend the organizers, volunteers, and supporters of 
mittee and National Building Museum in Washing- National Engineers Week for using this time to educate our 

: . ie . nation about the importance of engineering. Through hands- ton, D.C. , will unveil an exhibition of creative break- Giles ends Pv iific demorstraf pice 8 
throughs in engineering while focusing on the people eee One See comune ta none across ne coun 
. . . try, you are sharing your love of engineering and encourag- 
and processes behind them. ing thousands of young Americans to pursue careers in this 

exciting field. With your continued commitment to excel- 
As of press time, The Institute for Industrial Engineers lence, we can look forward to unprecedented prosperity and 
had a tentative plan to have three seminars in 159 achievement for generations to come. 
Mechanical Engineering at noon on Monday, Tuesday . a . 
and Thursday. Topics covered may include human fac- President, William Jefferson Clinton 

yasmall fully © funded 

Jastegrowing\ training Me (diverseeclients)"a"s 

innovative! state @ of © the e arte technologies | | ( greate benefits)” isneyWorld 

ivoli i ATM . . F ssi Tivoli NetView* ADSM ®ATM/ 4 «integration |_| _Cisco* /BM/, 1 «NT 

inesomeeoreall] Nyx e PCP/,, @ SNA *| high e availabili 
UNIX © TCH e NY rr yg 4 parallel 

systems 
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Madison Office Milwaukee Office 

5520 Research Park Drive BERBEE N14 W23833 Stone Ridge Drive 
Madison, WI 53711-5377 Berbee Information Networks Corporation Waukesha, WI 53188 

608.288.3000, 608.288.3007, fax www.berbee.com * binc-hr@berbee.com 414.523.5800, 414.523.5803, fax 
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. At Marquip, Inc., We empower professionals take on significant 
porcini «hn Ady, & challenges and expand their expertise with involvement that envelopes a 

be ~~, diverse range of projects. Here, you’ II find variety and challenge withi 
wr “ay; an environment that encourages cross-discipline flexibility and offers “ “ the ; ty ying ate % wide-open possibilities. To learn more, contact us at: 

e & 

g + Marquip, Inc. 
ny ot 99 South Baldwin Street 

Madison, WI 53703 
Fax: 608-255-1783 

That's not just a slogan. Right now, GM people are at work on 

product breakthroughs that will positively astound you. What 
else would you expect from the world leader in transportation 
products and services. To achieve even greater success, we ING. ® 
encourage our diverse workforce to engage in a free exchange of 
ideas and information. This helps make the products we’ll be A CAREER OF YOUR DESIGN 
introducing 10, 20 or SO years from now safe, exciting and An equal opportunity employer. 
compatible with a clean environment. These employees’ ee 
distinct cultural and ethnic backgrounds, and their unique The Regent Apartments 
points of view make it possible for us to meet successfully the 1402 Seen Steet 
challenges not only of today’s global marketplace, but also CG Magieon. 00 11 

tomorrow’s. Demonstrating, once again, the GM Teamwork that aad 
touches the world. Li CH, 7 TM. 

: stele! [ayy General Motors. INCGCH a geme ove 
gird vg ave Equal Opportunity Employer G, TINECHIS ases 

pe le 
Send resume to: GM Education Relations, Mail Code: “s 
483-550-136, 1999 Centerpoint Parkway, Pontiac, MI ‘ a ati 
48341. For additional information, visit our website at: #1, wee: mon ace 

http://www.gm.com/edu_rel G Vat pee 4g peas 

TheRegent Offersyou:_ = 
racwantesiatt ee eee 

Paid utilities (i ig. ve 24shou Fquiet study lounge 
~ ee Fully furnighs a 6-94 1" 24-hour comp r écenter aes to a co = awh Sal Complimentary housekéépin a7 on: site parking-a vailable 

pa | MiG: Nee 74 = Academic year leases “* ark cciting social events)": 
— Paws a 2 Bee cet we 

(arpa \ eee fo ASE State-of-the-art fitness center! Great location to campiis 
Yaar =) Fs Television’ a Se ge indoorioutdoor <* rr oe Games 16 Oi ie kr recrtionfacilities - 

ae a4 ee . ea SG Callustodayat (ie 2 b IA 
a i a 1-800-456-0223 a go b TA THE POWER OF THOUGHT. aq i te 

or oie Ce | 
A SCIMED, we’re continually challenging ourselves to improve Stop in for a Tour! ee i LCCC 
technology. And, only by rethinking our own ways of doing business $$ iia tr St gene 
can we begin to apply what we’ve learned and then invent new 
products and technologies. At SCIMED, we understand that by pro- 
moting the uniqueness of one individual, great minds can collaborate a 
to achieve and inspire greatness. If you think like us, we invite you to 
consider SCIMED for: 

- Engineering Co-op/Intern 

full-time Engineering opportunities: ° ° 
- Manufacturing - Quality - RED - P.D. Speciality Papers 

We'll be on campus February 9th & 10th. See the enginnering . l 
Career Services Office for more information. We offer a 
competitive salary and benefits package. Please see us on campus, or for Industria Customers 
send your resume, indicating position of interest, Attn: A130- . 
KW/WIENG, FAX (612) 494-2290. EOE W orldwide 

www.bsci.com/scimed 

[aCe Nano e NC INTERNATIONAL GQ) PAPER 

An equal opportunity employer. 
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Giving Education Value 
g by Gottlieb John Marmet 

ate last semester I attended an The one thing that stood out for me, besides work. It would seem 

| evening meeting at the Memorial the great challenges, was the reminder of _ that engineers could es- 
Union introducing a program called how little teachers are valued in this coun- pecially appreciate the 

Teach for America. What I later discovered _ try. The starting salaries for primary and _ need for valuing teachers. 
was a passionless engineering education, secondary teachers in entry level teaching 
horrible differences in how we equate our _ positions, range from as low as $15,000 up It was Erasmus who 
values with what we believe is proper com- _ to $27,000 in some areas. Compare this with _ said, "The main hope of “ — 
pensation, anda fresh look atthe enormous the average annual starting salary of a nation lies in the proper education of its 

problems facing future generations. $38,684, for new engineering graduates. youth." This view is echoed many times by 
politicians, community groups, environ- 

Teach for America is an organization which During several encounters with fellow en- mental activists, and educators alike. It is 
places women and men in schools around _ gineers, I found that none were willing to in the future that hope exists. 
the country. All of the individuals who are __go through the rigors of engineering course 
in the Teach for America program work for as little as $15,000. Most said that We cannot simply refuse the salaries that we 

WWW.TEACHFORAMERICA.ORG come from non- _ it simply was not worth the tremendous ef- are given as engineers, nor do I think such 
traditional education backgrounds. They fort expended. Perhaps engineering isapas- an act would serve anyone. However, we 

somes profession. Certainly there may be should support those individuals who 
We... value engineering a difference in academic standards and helped us along the path we have chosen 

ei training for engineers and teachers, and and give our children better opportunities 
training much more than salaries can reflect this difference, but who for knowledge and understanding than 

the training for people who can argue that without effective teachers our _ were afforded to us. We can all learn more 
help engineers be country could not continue its great experi- about the difficulties that teachers face. We 

ali ment of democracy, stamp out racism, solve _ canall become aware that it is often the most 

what they are. This is homelessness, hunger and disease. dire circumstances where educators are val- 
clearly a case where the ued the least. We can raise the standards of 

mentor has less status than The over $10,000 difference in salary points education and press for the end of social 
to a large problem. We have come to value double talk and give teachers their due. 

the student engineering training much | praegergras Tol - — 
—_—_—_—_—_——_—— Ss more than the training for IN Poel | 

are science, engineering, history, sociology people who help engineers | 98 ro 
or business majors, toname a few. They are be what they are. This is | 
not graduates of any education college. The clearly a case where the 
program takes these somewhat altruistic mentor has less status than zim 
people and gives them brief lessons in mod- the student. I don't claim PAUL A 
ern teaching methods and practices and _ that engineering is the only Scorer EST aa ETE 
sends them on their way. The men and _ profession which has a ae Te 
women are given equal starting pay simi- higher entry salary than 
lar to any other entry teacher, the only stipu- _ that of educators. However, e 
lation being that they work roma he engineering is one profes- President's Awar d 
teaching certificate while in practice. The sion that requires intense ° e 

program lasts two years, and “while some _ training. It ‘ene the assis- Winning Hotel 

are not able to withstand the personal, aca-_ tance of secondary school 
demic, social, and economic pressures, educators that engineering e Complimentary Parking 
those that do praise the program and speak _ students begin to set them- © Indoor Pool/ Whirlpool 

of the great impact that it had upon their selves ona track of rigorous ° Plaza Cafe/Lounge 
lives. mathematics and science ° Hair dryers, coffee makers, trons/ 

study. Within the last few ironing boards in all guest rooms 
Teach for America places people in situa- years, it has also become Transportation to Airport, 
tons where they may be the only one of evident that the best engi- Uw Cc and Monona Te 2 

eir race. They often find that they are neers are those who can ef- “One eu to the Kohl om 

placed in communities which are far from fectively communicate. 
economically privileged as theirownhome Most of this type of knowl- | 
towns. Teaching itself can be a difficult pros- edge is gained during sec- 
pect under the best circumstances. These nn Thiol since few Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel 

teachers struggle with unknown environ- engineers have the time or 525 West Johnson Street 
ments, sometimes physical attacks, and the inclination to study com- Madison, WI 53703 
stresses that accompany practicing a pro- munication while complet- 
fession which you know little about. ing their bachelors degree 608-251-5511 
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v | The beguiling ideas about science around and around. And around. There is A 

quoted here were gleaned from es- not much else to do. eae : 
says, exams, and class room discus- 11. Water vapor gets together in a cloud. sf | 

sions. Most were from 5th and 6th graders. | When it is big enough to be called a drop, it oe 
They illustrate Mark Twain's contention that does. >» 
the, “most interesting information comes 12. Humidity is the experience of looking RC eo 

from children, for they tell all they know and for air and finding water. 
then stop.” 13. We keep track of the humidity in the air ‘ i 

so we won't drown when we breathe. a 
1. A vibration is a motion that cannot make — 14. Rain is often known as soft water, oppo- a 
up its mind which way it wants to go. sitely known as hail. [" ye ‘\ 
2. Genetics explain why you look like your 15. Rain is saved up in cloud banks. oe a f - 
father and if you don't why you should. 16. Question: What is one horsepower? An- \ a “ —_— 
3. Vacuums are nothings. We only mention _ swer: One horsepower is the amount of en- A . ke ‘ _ 
them to let them know we know they're _ ergy it takes to drag a horse 500 feet in one i. ae 

there. second. | ‘io 
4. Some oxygen molecules help fires burn 17. You can listen to thunder after lighten- | _ | 
while others help make water,so sometimes _ ing and tell how close you came to getting Lo ul] 
it's brother against brother. hit. If you don't hear it you got hit, so never degrees. There are180 degrees between freez- 
5. We say the cause of perfume disappear- mind. ing and boiling because there are 180 degrees 
ing is evaporation. Evaporation gets blamed 18. Talc is found on rocks and on babies. between north and south. 
for a lot of things people forget to put the 19. The law of gravity says no fairjumping 28. There are 26 vitamins in all, but some of 
top on. up without coming back down. the letters are yet to be discovered. Finding 
6. To most people solutions mean finding 20. When they broke open molecules, they _ them all means living forever. 
the answers. But to chemists solutions are found they were only stuffed with atoms. 29. There is a tremendous weight pushing 
things that are still all mixed up. But when they broke open atoms, they found down on the center of the Earth because of 
7. In looking at a drop of water under a mi- them stuffed with explosions. so much population stomping around up 
croscope, we find there are twice as many 21. When people runaround and around in __ there these days. 
H's as O's. circles we say they are crazy. When planets 30. Lime is a green-tasting rock. 
8. Clouds are high flying fogs. do it we say they are orbiting. 31. Many dead animals in the past changed 
9. [am not sure how clouds get formed. But 22. Rainbows are just to look at, not to re- _ to fossils while others preferred to be oil. 
the clouds know how to do it, and that is the ally understand. 32. Some people can tell what time it is by 
important thing. 23. While the earth seems to be knowingly _ looking at the sun. But I have never been able 
10. Clouds just keep circling the earth keeping its distance from the sun, it is really to make out the numbers. 

only centrificating. 33. In some rocks you can find the fossil foot- 
— y ce 24. Someday we may prints of fishes. 

e O a bed * discover how to make 34. Cyanide is so poisonous that one drop 
. , : magnets that can point _ of it on a dog's tongue will kill the strongest 

a S in any direction. man. 
bd ts . : Gel 25. South America has 35. A blizzard is when it snows sideways. 

Ni e ‘ e a8 cold summers and hot 36. A hurricane is a breeze of a bigly size. 
i *e winters, but somehow 37. A monsoon is a French gentleman. 
2 ste ; j they still manage. 38. Thunder is a rich source of loudness. 

A a & - 26. Most books now say 39. Isotherms and isobars are even more im- 
’ ye our sun is a star. But it portant than their names sound. 

cy oe we still knows how to 40. Itisso hot in some places that the people 
* 7 change back into a sun _ there have to live in other places. 

| in the daytime. 41. The wind is like the air, only pushier. 
e / 27. Water freezes at 32 

ed bd 4 degrees and boilsat212 Suggested by Heather Wagner 
a 
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Power/mation KNOWLEDGE. 

OURS ORO oe 

NotHING Less THAN THE FULL Power Or Tuis Inpustry. 

® 

Power/mation division, inc.°is a SINGLE SOURCE supplier of HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY electro-mechanical HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
to the automation industry. Power/mation supplies systems, products, engineering 
assistance and technical support to some of the largest companies throughout the 

MIDWEST. Power/mation’s TECHNICAL SALES representatives are a 

valuable RESOURCE to the engineers and designers at these companies. They 
provide assistance in PRODUCT SELECTION and SYSTEM DESIGN as 
well as post-sales support. 

Power/mation offers the best TECHNICAL. SALES OPPORTUNITIES for 

engineering graduates. The comprehensive training program prepares the technical 

representative for all aspects of business and sales. Power/mation’s network of offices 

throughout the Midwest and our alliance with the world’s best MANUFACTURERS 

allow us to provide the correct SOLUTIONS with the best products. 

We can show you how to put your DEGREE to work for you. Want more information? 

Check out Power/mation’s WEB SITE. at www.powermation.com, then give us a call at 

one of our office locations to find out about Power/mation’s employment opportunities. 

Contact Human Resources at: 

1310 Energy Lane W238 N1690 Rockwood Dr. 
St. Paul, MN 55108 Waukesha, WI 53188 
(612) 645-0781 (414) 523-0600 
(800) 843-9859 (800) 242-2060 
(612) 645-4539 Fax (414) 523-0611 Fax 

Email: info@ powermation.com 

Web Site: www.powermation.com 

Power/mation division, inc.
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Ready to transform your degree into a career the world 
Forward your resume to 

can’t live without? See what we mean when you visit Johnson Controls, Inc. 
F PNGB get ene 

our website at www.johnsoncontrols.com to learn 507 East Michigan St. 

Pa P.O. Box 425 Milwaukee, WI 53201-0423 
more about our employment opportunities. or Fax (414)274-5125 

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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